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Fishery scientists and ecologists often 
must make inferences from data with 
many zero values and high variance. 
For example, studies of the detection 
or capture of protected species or 
infrequently encountered commercial 
species result in data sets that contain 
many zeros and few positive values 
with a skewed distribution (Martin 
et al., 2005; Sileshi, 2006). Analyz-
ing such zero-heavy data sets (data 
sets with many zero values) poses 
unique challenges that are not always 
met, perhaps, because method suit-
ability has not been explored fully 
or because of deference to familiar 
methods (Walters, 2003; Martin et al., 
2005; Sileshi, 2006). It is not uncom-
mon for scientists to use familiar 
statistical methods even when it may 
be impossible to meet model assump-
tions (Walters, 2003; Sileshi, 2006). 
Additionally, transformations often 
are employed to overcome violations 
of the errors’ assumed variance-mean 
relationship, but transformations will 
not ameliorate the problems associ-
ated with zero-heavy data (Martin et 
al., 2005). Biased estimates and incor-
rect conclusions can result from not 
accounting for excess zeros and using 
models with inappropriate assump-
tions (Martin et al., 2005). 
However, interest is growing in an-
alyzing data with excess zeros and 
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Abstract—Estimating rare events 
from zero-heavy data (data with 
many zero values) is a common chal-
lenge in fisheries science and ecology. 
For example, loggerhead sea turtles 
(Caretta caretta) and leatherback sea 
turtles (Dermochelys coriacea) account 
for less than 1% of total catch in the 
U.S. Atlantic pelagic longline fishery. 
Nevertheless, the Southeast Fisher-
ies Science Center (SEFSC) of the 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
(NMFS) is charged with assessing the 
effect of this fishery on these feder-
ally protected species. Annual esti-
mates of loggerhead and leatherback 
bycatch in a fishery can affect fishery 
management and species conservation 
decisions. However, current estimates 
have wide confidence intervals, and 
their accuracy is unknown. We evalu-
ate 3 estimation methods, each at 2 
spatiotemporal scales, in simulations 
of 5 spatial scenarios representing 
incidental capture of sea turtles by 
the U.S. Atlantic pelagic longline 
fishery. The delta-lognormal method 
of estimating bycatch for calendar 
quarter and fishing area strata was 
the least biased estimation method in 
the spatial scenarios believed to be 
most realistic. This result supports 
the current estimation procedure used 
by the SEFSC. 
in estimating rare events because 
more appropriate analyses can pro-
vide more accurate results (Martin et 
al., 2005). If scientists use the most 
appropriate analysis method for a 
system, they are more likely to ob-
tain the best available estimate for 
making management decisions for 
their study system. In this article, we 
evaluate several methods for making 
inferences from zero-heavy data sets 
in the context of estimating fleetwide 
bycatch of sea turtles. By evaluating 
method performance, we identify the 
most suitable estimation method in a 
variety of fishery scenarios. 
The U.S. Atlantic pelagic longline 
fishery targets swordfish (Xiphias 
gladius) and tuna (Thunnus spp.) in 
the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, 
and Gulf of Mexico. From 2005 to 
2007, longlines were used to catch 
approximately 73% of swordfish, 84% 
of yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares), 
and 90% of bigeye tuna (Thunnus 
obesus) domestic landings by weight 
nationwide, where fishing gear was 
specified (NMFS1). However, sword-
fish and tuna constituted less than 
1 NMFS (National Marine Fisheries Ser-
vice). 2009. Annual commercial land-
ings by gear type, http://www.st.nmfs.
noaa.gov /st1 /commercia l / landings /
gear_landings.html, accessed 12 May. 
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2 Garrison, L. P. 2009. Personal commun. National Marine 
Fisheries Service Southeast Fisheries Science Center, Miami, 
FL.
half of the observed catch from the U.S. Atlantic pelagic 
longline fishery between 1992 and 2002 (Beerkircher et 
al., 2004). The rest of the catch was incidental bycatch. 
Sharks, rays, and finfishes composed the majority of 
bycatch during this period, and the incidental capture 
of sea turtles and marine mammals made up about 1% 
of the observed catch (Beerkircher et al., 2004). For ex-
ample, out of the 944 observed sets in 2007, 114 caught 
a sea turtle (Fairfield and Garrison, 2008). A fishing 
set is a single deployment of fishing gear; a vessel on 
average fishes 6 sets per 9-day trip (NMFS, 2006). 
Although the incidental capture of the loggerhead sea 
turtle (Caretta caretta) and leatherback sea turtle (Der-
mochelys coriacea) is rare, it is notable because these 
species are protected under the Endangered Species 
Act (ESA) of 1973: the leatherback sea turtle is listed 
as endangered and the loggerhead sea turtle is listed 
as both endangered and threatened. The endangered 
distinct populations of the loggerhead sea turtle include 
one in the northeast Atlantic, and the distinct popula-
tions listed as threatened include a population in the 
south Atlantic and another in the northwest Atlantic. 
Because the sea turtles that are caught by the U.S. 
Atlantic pelagic longline fishery are protected under 
the ESA, scientists at the Southeast Fisheries Science 
Center (SEFSC) of the National Marine Fisheries Ser-
vice estimate the number caught annually. These an-
nual bycatch estimates are compared with the fishery’s 
incidental take statement (ITS), which stipulates the 
maximum number of sea turtles the fishery may catch 
incidentally before formal consultation under section 
7 of the ESA must be undertaken. If the maximum 
number stipulated in the ITS is exceeded for a turtle 
species, the SEFSC must assess whether the fishery 
is jeopardizing the survival of that turtle species and, 
consequently, how the fishery is allowed to proceed 
(McCracken, 2004). Therefore, accurate and precise 
estimates are necessary for both sea turtle conservation 
and appropriate fishery management. 
The SEFSC bases its estimates of sea turtle bycatch 
on 2 sources of data: logbooks kept by vessel captains 
and records made by independent observers deployed 
on ~8% of vessels (Beerkircher et al., 2004). Vessel 
captains are required to keep logbooks and record in-
formation about fishing gear, location, effort, target, 
and catch. Observers are charged with collecting un-
biased data that are representative of the total catch 
composition (Crowder and Murawski, 1998; Fairfield 
and Garrison, 2008). To estimate fleetwide sea turtle 
bycatch, bycatch rates are extrapolated from observer 
data and on the basis of observer logbook data are ap-
plied to unobserved fishing sets (Fairfield and Garrison, 
2008). Generally, bycatch is estimated by identifying 
a relationship between fishing effort or environmental 
characteristics and the number of turtles caught on 
observed fishing sets and then by assuming that that 
relationship holds for unobserved sets. 
The estimation methods essentially can be categorized 
as sample-based estimators or model-based predictors. 
For sample-based estimators, sampling probabilities 
are assumed but, for the most part, assumptions are 
avoided regarding the structure of the target popula-
tion and features being estimated. These estimators 
allow the observed bycatch rate to be raised to fleetwide 
estimates on the basis of total reported fishing effort. 
Sample-based estimators are usually less efficient (i.e., 
they require more samples to achieve a specified level 
of performance) than model-based predictors, where a 
statistical model of bycatch is assumed. The statistical 
model used in model-based predictors represents the 
process that is generating the response variable as a 
function of explanatory variables (McCracken, 2004). 
In our example, parameters can be estimated with the 
data from observed sets and used to relate the explana-
tory variable values recorded in the logbooks to the 
number of sea turtles caught. These relationships can 
be used to estimate the number of turtles caught on 
unobserved sets.
Current SEFSC estimates of sea turtle bycatch by 
the U.S. Atlantic pelagic longline fishery have wide 
confidence intervals, and their accuracy is unknown. 
Consequently, it is difficult to determine the level of 
bycatch in a single year and the trend over time, and 
insufficient bycatch information impedes management. 
The ability of the SEFSC to estimate bycatch—and, 
thus, of the NMFS to manage the fishery and conserve 
protected species—may be improved if alternative esti-
mation methods are systematically compared and the 
most suitable estimation method is identified. Evalua-
tion of estimation methods with regards to frequently 
encountered data complexities, such as small sample size 
(8% observer coverage), overdispersion (greater variance 
than expected), excess zeros (many observed sets with-
out bycatch), and hierarchical observations (sampling 
fishing sets within trips), is particularly warranted. 
In this study, we evaluated 2 of the most prevalent 
methods for estimating rare events with zero-heavy data: 
the delta-lognormal method, a sample-based estimator 
(Pennington, 1983); and the generalized linear model 
(GLM), a model-based predictor (Lindsey, 1997), in the 
context of sea turtle bycatch in the U.S. Atlantic pe-
lagic longline fishery. The SEFSC has used the delta-
lognormal method to estimate sea turtle bycatch in the 
U.S. Atlantic pelagic longline fishery since 1997, but, in 
recent years, the SEFSC has considered switching to a 
GLM approach (Fairfield and Garrison, 2008; Garrison2). 
In comparison, the Southwest Fisheries Science Cen-
ter (SWFSC) and Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Cen-
ter (PIFSC) have estimated sea turtle bycatch in the 
U.S. Pacific pelagic longline fishery. The SWFSC used a 
survey sampling theory in 1994 and 1995 and a regres-
sion tree model in 1996 (Skillman and Kleiber, 1998). 
In 2000, McCracken (2004) of the PIFSC completed 
the first official report that systematically examined 
different methods for estimating sea turtle bycatch in 
the U.S. pelagic longline fishery, although sea turtle 
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Figure 1
The 5 spatial scenarios depicting interactions between the U.S. Atlantic 
pelagic longline fishery and sea turtles that were included in the simulation 
model used in our study. The panels proceed left to right from the scenario 
considered most realistic at the top left to the least realistic at the bottom 
middle. ★=turtle. ■=fishing set.
bycatch has been estimated since 1992. McCracken 
(2004) determined that the GLM with a Poisson error 
distribution and its generalized additive model (GAM) 
counterpart were the most appropriate methods for es-
timating sea turtle bycatch in the U.S. Pacific pelagic 
longline fishery from 1994 to 1999. However, McCracken 
did not consider the delta-lognormal method, and data 
from the Atlantic fishery were not analyzed. The Pacific 
fishery was closed in 2000 and reopened in 2004. Since 
then, observer coverage has been at least 20%, and by-
catch has declined to the point that it is not necessary 
to model bycatch; instead, the Horvitz-Thompson esti-
mator has been used by the PIFSC (McCracken, 2004).
The goal of this study was to evaluate delta-lognormal 
and GLM performance under a variety of spatial fish-
ery scenarios to identify the more suitable estimation 
method. We built a simulation model representing a 
range of spatial interactions of sea turtles with the U.S. 
Atlantic pelagic longline fishery and used the delta-
lognormal method, a generalized linear model with a 
Poisson error distribution (GLM-P), and a GLM with 
a negative binomial error distribution (GLM-NB), each 
at 2 spatiotemporal scales, to estimate the number of 
turtles caught. By comparing these estimates to the 
total number of turtles caught in the simulation, we 
were able to systematically evaluate the performance 
of each method.
Materials and methods
To represent sea turtle bycatch by the U.S. Atlantic 
pelagic longline fishery, we constructed a simulation 
model that included 5 spatial scenarios with various 
distributions of sea turtles and fishing sets (Fig. 1). 
The simulation model included both SEFSC data and 
model assumptions based on the current understanding 
of fishery and sea turtle behavior (Table 1). Observers 
were simulated on 8% of the fishing sets, and each esti-
mation method was applied to every spatial scenario. 
The estimation methods were evaluated by comparing 
the estimated amount of bycatch to the total simulated 
amount of bycatch. The simulation model was run 1000 
times for each of the 5 spatial scenarios, enabling a 
comprehensive evaluation of the performance of the 
estimation methods. 
The empirical and theoretical foundation  
of model assumptions
Fishery-independent data on sea turtle spatial distribu-
tions are limited to a few satellite-tracked individuals, 
at most 60 turtles in a study but typically fewer than 20 
(Godley et al., 2007), and aerial surveys (Epperly et al., 
1995; McClellan, 1996; McDaniel et al., 2000; Goodman 
et al., 2007). Small sample size, short study durations 
(typically less than one year), and nonrepresentative 
sampling of ages and sexes make satellite tracking data 
unsuitable for our study (Godley et al., 2007). Moreover, 
inference from aerial surveys can be difficult because 
of the high percentage of time that turtles spend sub-
merged and variability in turtle surfacing behavior 
related to season and location (Byles, 1988; Nelson, 
1996; Mansfield, 2006; Goodman et al., 2007). 
Because fishery-independent data were not suitable 
for our objectives, we considered fishery-dependent 
data. These data indicate that sea 
turtles clump (i.e., tend to concen-
trate in certain areas rather than 
occur equally spaced or spaced with 
uniform probability), especially in 
productive areas of the ocean. Cur-
rents, frontal regions, and some 
bathymetric features often are as-
sociated with enhanced produc-
tivity and prey aggregation, and 
turtles exhibit a clumping pattern 
in response to these features when 
they forage (Williams et al., 1996; 
Witzell, 1999; Gilman et al., 2006). 
Environmental features, such as 
major current systems and gradi-
ents in temperature, chlorophyll, 
and salinity, also seem to influence 
the clumping of turtles, as well as 
swordfish (Bigelow et al., 1999; Po-
lovina et al., 2000; Lewison et al., 
2004). However, turtle distributions 
appear to vary seasonally and be-
tween species. Gardner et al. (2008) 
found that, for most of the year, log-
gerhead and leatherback bycatch lo-
cations were not completely random 
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Table 1
Data from the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) Southeast Fisheries Science Center (SEFSC) and the scientific litera-
ture that were used in the simulation model built to represent interactions of sea turtles with the U.S. Atlantic pelagic longline 
fishery. 
Model features
based on existing data Values Source
 
Mean number of 8000 SEFSC 
annual fishing sets 
Mean mainline  
length of fishing sets 50 km SEFSC
Attributes of fishing sets Set number within a trip, mainline length, target SEFSC 
 species,  presence of light stick, number of hooks,    
 sea-surface temperature, fishing area, date,  
 latitude, longitude 
Spatial scenarios  Clumping apparent in location records SEFSC 
of fishing sets 
Observer coverage 8% SEFSC
Spatial and temporal  Variation across 4 calendar quarters and 10 fishing   SEFSC 
variation in fishing effort  areas in the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea,  
and bycatch and Gulf of Mexico 
Probability of sea  Variation across calendar quarters and fishing areas  SEFSC 
turtle capture 
Density of sea turtles 0.5 turtles/km2 Byles (1988); Nelson (1996); Mansfield  
  (2006); Goodman et al.( 2007)
Spatial scenarios  Clumping related to currents, frontal regions,   Williams et al. (1996); Bigelow et al. 
of sea turtles  bathymetric features, and prey (1999); Witzell (1999); Polovina et al. 
   (2000); Lewison et al. (2004); Gilman  
  et al. (2006); Gardner et al. (2008) 
Clumping area 90×90 km Gardner et al. (2008)
and that there seemed to be increased clumping from 
July to October. Also, clumping was more pronounced 
with loggerheads than with leatherbacks (Gardner et 
al., 2008). 
Therefore, we modeled clumped and uniformly random 
sea turtle distributions. Although existing data indicate 
that turtles clump, very little information about the spa-
tial extent or density of clumps is available. A density 
estimate of 0.5 turtles/km2 was assumed for modeling be-
cause it is an intermediate value based on the estimates 
available in the scientific literature, bearing in mind 
that an individual turtle may surface and be available 
to aerial surveys 5.3% to 30% of the time (Byles, 1988; 
Nelson, 1996; Mansfield, 2006; Goodman et al., 2007). 
As for fishing sets, SEFSC maps of longline set loca-
tions suggest that sets do not have a uniformly ran-
dom distribution (Fairfield and Garrison, 2008). For 
analysis, the SEFSC has divided the Atlantic Ocean, 
Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of Mexico into 10 geographic 
regions or statistical areas, and the agency estimates 
bycatch in each area for each calendar quarter and 
then sums these estimates to generate a total annual 
estimate. Sets appeared clumped whether their distribu-
tion was considered across all fishing areas or within 
a single fishing area. However, the mechanism behind 
this clumping is not well understood. We modeled 2 
possible scenarios: 1) fishing sets clump in the same 
areas in which sea turtles clump and 2) sets clump 
independently of turtles. The first scenario could occur 
if both fishermen and turtles target productive areas 
of the ocean. The latter could result from either fisher-
men or turtles imperfectly targeting productive areas or 
clumping based on another cue. For example, fishermen 
might aggregate from peer influence.
The spatial scenarios with clumped sets were ex-
pected to be most realistic, but considering the amount 
of uncertainty in the nature of the interactions of sea 
turtles with the pelagic longline fishery, we thought 
it useful to analyze other distributions as well. For 
example, a scenario with uniformly random turtles 
and sets served as a null model. Further, the results 
from spatial scenarios considered less realistic for the 
interactions of sea turtles with the U.S. Atlantic pelagic 
longline fishery could illuminate general properties 
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of the estimation methods that are relevant to other 
problems with the management of natural resources. 
General structure of the simulation model
Much remains unknown regarding the spatial distribu-
tions of sea turtles, how fishermen decide where to fish, 
and the nature of interactions of sea turtles with fishing 
sets in time and space. Therefore, we designed several 
spatially explicit scenarios to address the uncertainty 
and variation in interactions of sea turtles and the 
fishery. Five spatial scenarios were modeled (Fig. 1): 
1) co-occurrence clumping (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-turtles); 
2) independent clumping (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-sets); 
3) sets-only clumping (Turtlesuniform, Setsclump-sets); 4) 
turtles-only clumping (Turtlesclump, Setsuniform); and 5) 
fully uniform distribution (Turtlesuniform, Setsuniform).
Details of model construction
In each simulation, the number of fishing sets that we 
modeled was 8000, which was approximately the aver-
age number of sets reported annually to the SEFSC 
from 2005 to 2007 (Walsh and Garrison, 2006; Fairfield-
Walsh and Garrison, 2007; Fairfield and Garrison, 
2008), the first 3 years after NMFS regulations man-
dated a change from J-hooks to circle hooks for the 
longline fishery (Watson et al., 2005). Circle hooks were 
required to reduce the number of sea turtles caught 
and the severity of their injuries. However, rather than 
simulating 8000 sets at once, we divided the 8000 sets 
into computational groups of 25 sets for convenience 
(Fig. 2). The computational groups of 25 sets were 
used to distribute turtles and sets, place observers, 
and simulate bycatch, but bycatch estimates were not 
made at this scale.
With the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of 
Mexico divided into 10 geographic regions and bycatch 
estimates for these statistical areas made by the SEFSC 
for each calendar quarter, bycatch estimates are made 
in 40 quarter-area strata. Bycatch rates were expected 
to vary across these strata; therefore, we also modeled 
strata (Table 2). For each stratum, we calculated the av-
erage number of sets reported to the SEFSC from 2005 
Figure 2
Diagram of one computational group of 25 fishing sets in the independent 
clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-sets). A fishing set is a single deploy-
ment of fishing gear made by a vessel. The grid is 100×100 cells. The dark 
borders of the fishing set clumps indicate the cells that could be fished by 
a set that began at the edge of the interior of its clump (lighter gray cells 
indicate clump interiors). The light gray lines of 5 cells indicate fished cells. 
Turtles were placed in the interior of their clumps (white cells indicate clump 
interiors), and the dark borders of the turtle clumps indicate the cells that 
could be fished by a set that began at the edge of that turtle clump. No part 
of fishing set clumps could overlap. Borders of turtle clumps could overlap, but 
interiors of turtle clumps could not; therefore, sets could not fish in multiple 
turtle clumps. No restriction was placed on how turtle clumps and set clumps 
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Table 2
The number of computational groups of 25 fishing sets and bycatch probabilities per stratum that were included in the simulation 
model built to represent interactions of sea turtles with the U.S. Atlantic pelagic longline fishery. Bycatch probabilities differed 
between scenarios with clumping turtles and scenarios with turtles placed with a uniform probability because of the different 
turtle densities. Clumping means that turtles tend to concentrate in certain areas rather than occur equally spaced or spaced 
with uniform probability. The SEFSC estimates bycatch of sea turtles for each of 4 calendar quarters (Q1 through Q4) and for 
each of 10 geographic regions or fishing areas. The SEFSC uses the following names for these fishing areas: CAR=Caribbean, 
FEC=Florida East Coast, GOM=Gulf of Mexico, MAB=Mid-Atlantic Bight, NCA=North Central Atlantic, NEC=Northeast 
Coastal, NED=Northeast Distant, SAB=South Atlantic Bight, SAR=Sargasso Sea, and TUN=Tuna North. We simulated 32 
quarter-area strata because 8 strata were without fishing or observer coverage from 2005 to 2007.
Simulated SEFSC Number of Bycatch probability: Bycatch probability:
quarter-area quarter-area computational groups turtles turtles
stratum stratum basis simulated uniformly random clumping
 1 Q1-CAR 3 6.17×10–3 2.50×10–4
 2 Q1-FEC 8 1.15×10–2 4.65×10–4
 3 Q1-GOM 39 2.36×10–3 9.55×10–5
 4 Q1-MAB 6 5.20×10–3 2.11×10–4
 5 Q1-NCA 1 2.74×10–3 1.11×10–4
 6 Q1-SAB 5 8.98×10–3 3.64×10–4
 7 Q1-SAR 4 3.09×10–3 1.25×10–4
 8 Q1-TUN 1 2.74×10–3 1.11×10–4
 9 Q2-CAR 1 6.17×10–3 2.50×10–4
10 Q2-FEC 7 2.74×10–3 1.11×10–4
11 Q2-GOM 40 5.57×10–3 2.25×10–4
12 Q2-MAB 10 5.20×10–3 2.11×10–4
13 Q2-NCA 1 2.74×10–3 1.11×10–4
14 Q2-NEC 2 1.32×10–2 5.33×10–4
15 Q2-NED 1 2.59×10–2 1.05×10–3
16 Q2-SAB 19 8.98×10–3 3.64×10–4
17 Q2-TUN 2 2.74×10–3 1.11×10–4
18 Q3-FEC 6 7.11×10–3 2.88×10–4
19 Q3-GOM 38 1.07×10–3 4.35×10–5
20 Q3-MAB 24 3.14×10–3 1.27×10–4
21 Q3-NEC 12 1.99×10–2 8.08×10–4
22 Q3-NED 12 2.23×10–2 9.02×10–4
23 Q3-SAB 5 8.98×10–3 3.64×10–4
24 Q3-TUN 2 2.74×10–3 1.11×10–4
25 Q4-FEC 3 7.11×10–3 2.88×10–4
26 Q4-GOM 31 1.02×10–2 4.14×10–4
27 Q4-MAB 23 7.26×10–3 2.94×10–4
28 Q4-NCA 2 6.17×10–3 2.50×10–4
29 Q4-NEC 3 2.96×10–2 1.20×10–3
30 Q4-NED 5 8.98×10–3 3.64×10–4
31 Q4-SAB 2 2.35×10–2 9.52×10–4
32 Q4-SAR 2 2.74×10–3 1.11×10–4
to 2007 and rounded to multiples of 25 to determine the 
number of computational groups of 25 sets that would 
be modeled per stratum.
Each computational group of 25 sets was modeled as a 
grid of 100×100 cells. Sea turtles and fishing sets were 
assigned coordinates (x, y) depending on the spatial 
scenario. The details of the procedures are described 
in the following sections. Modeled sets covered 5 cells—
an initial cell and 4 cells either up, right, down, or 
left—because the average longline set covers about 50 
km (mean 47 km, minimum 32 km, maximum 64 km) 
(Witzell, 1999; Beerkircher et al., 2004; Gilman et al., 
2006). Hence, modeled cells were conceptualized as 
10×10 km. 
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Co-occurrence clumping scenario In spatial scenarios 
with clumped fishing sets, we modeled computational 
groups with 5 clumps of 5 sets each. Sea turtles also 
were aggregated in 5 clumps for clumping scenarios. 
Each clump was based around a block of 9×9 cells. This 
use of clumps of 90×90 km was consistent with the 
results of Gardner et al. (2008), who reported that turtle 
bycatch distributions were found to span 30–200 km. 
We modeled the density of sea turtles as declin-
ing with distance from the center of a clump. We se-
lected x and y coordinates for the seed of the first 
turtle clump with uniform probability. To accentuate 
clumping, we placed turtles within a clump so that 
the coordinates closer to the seed had a greater prob-
ability: Prob (X=Xseed) = 0.2, Prob (X=Xseed±1) = 0.16, 
P r ob ( X = X s e e d ± 2 ) = 0 .1 2 ,  P r ob ( X = X s e e d ± 3 ) = 0 .0 8 , 
Prob(X=Xseed±4)=0.04. Assuming a density of 0.5 tur-
tles/km2, we placed an average of 50 turtles/cell or 4050 
turtles/clump and 20,250 turtles in the entire grid of 
100×100 cells. Subsequent clump seed coordinates were 
selected so that a set could not fish in multiple turtle 
clumps.
In the spatial scenario with fishing sets and sea 
turtles clumped in the same areas, the co-occurrence 
clumping scenario, the clumps (9×9 cells) for the sets 
and clumps (9×9 cells) for the turtles were identical. 
Each fishing set began within the 9×9 cells of its clump 
and then moved 4 cells up, right, down, or left. A set 
could leave the 9×9 cells of its clump during fishing. 
However, clumps were designed with 9×9 cells so that 
a fishing set that began in a clump’s center could move 
in any direction and remain inside its clump. For each 
of the 5 fishing sets in a clump, the direction of fishing 
(up, right, down, or left) was determined by the number 
of turtles that would be encountered in each direction. 
To determine the initial coordinates of fishing sets, 
we tallied the number of sea turtles in each x coordi-
nate of the clump. This tally was used to construct a 
probability for set placement by dividing the number 
of turtles with a particular x coordinate by the total 
number of turtles. The same was done for the y coordi-
nates. To determine the direction of fishing, we tallied 
the number of turtles that would be encountered by a 
set moving right, left, up, or down. These 4 counts were 
summed, and the number encountered in each direction 
was divided by the total to obtain a probability of mov-
ing in each direction. The more turtles that would be 
encountered, the greater the probability a set would fish 
in that direction. This algorithm mimicked a situation 
where more turtles are in the productive areas that 
fishermen are targeting than in other areas. 
Independent clumping scenario The 2 features that 
distinguish the independent clumping scenario from 
the co-occurrence clumping scenario are the following: 
1) the clumps (9×9 cells) for fishing sets and turtles 
were placed independently and 2) the direction of fish-
ing was influenced by the number of sets in each of the 
4 directions. That is, there was a positive relationship 
between the probability a set would fish in a particular 
direction and the proximity to other sets in that direc-
tion. The smaller the distance to other sets, the greater 
the probability the set would fish in that direction. This 
algorithm is consistent with fishermen aggregating 
because of peer influence. 
Initial x and y coordinates were selected for the seed 
of the first fishing set clump with uniform probability. 
We also selected x and y coordinates for the starting 
positions of each of the 5 sets in a clump with uniform 
probability. Each set had a greater probability of mov-
ing in the direction where there were more sets. We 
first considered Set0Cell0, the first cell in the first set. 
We calculated the distances from Set0Cell0 to Seti-
Cell0, where i = 1 to 4, and summed these distances. 
We calculated the distances from Set0Cell1R, the cell 
to the right of the initial fishing cell, to SetiCell0 and 
added these distances to the distances from Set0Cell0 
to SetiCell0. We continued to calculate the distances 
to SetiCell0 if Set0 fished to the right and summed the 
distances. This algorithm gave the distance from Set0 
to SetiCell0 if Set0 moved right. We also calculated 
distances for Set0 fishing up, left, and down. These 
calculations gave us 4 distances for Set0, one each for 
moving right, left, up, and down. The direction with 
the smallest distance between sets should have the 
greatest probability, so we divided each of the 4 dis-
tances by the smallest distance. Next, we normalized 
the transformed distances to obtain a probability of 
Set0 moving in each direction. We computed these prob-
abilities for each of the sets to determine the direc-
tion of fishing. Subsequent set clumps were placed to 
prevent the overlapping of sets from different clumps 
(Seed+17≤ x or y ≤Seed–17). No contraints were placed 
upon the overlap of set and turtle clumps, and turtles 
were distributed as they were in the co-occurrence 
clumping scenario.
Sets-only clumping scenario In the sets-only clump-
ing scenario, when fishing sets were clumped but sea 
turtles were uniformly random, the direction of fishing 
was determined as it was in the independent clump-
ing scenario. When turtles had a uniformly random 
distribution, they could occur in any cell in the grid of 
100×100 cells. To maintain consistency, we placed the 
same number of turtles across the entire grid in the 
uniformly random scenarios as we did in the 5 clumps 
in the clumping scenarios. Distributing 20,250 turtles 
across the grid with uniform probability resulted in an 
average of 2.025 turtles/cell and 0.0203 turtles/km2. 
Although turtle densities differed between uniformly 
random and clumping scenarios, different probabilities 
of capture were applied in the clumping and uniformly 
random scenarios to account for higher densities in 
clumping scenarios. The probabilities of capture are 
discussed below. 
Scenarios with uniformly random sets Fishing sets were 
uniformly random in 2 spatial scenarios: turtles-only 
clumping and fully uniform. In these spatial scenarios, 
set placement and direction of fishing were determined 
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with a uniform probability distribution. The distribu-
tions of sea turtles were constructed as described above.
Simulating bycatch After sea turtles and fishing sets 
were distributed, we modeled bycatch. To quantify the 
number of takes, we first tallied the number of turtles 
that occurred in fished cells. Then, we applied a prob-
ability of capture, given co-occurrence of a turtle and 
set in a cell, to each encountered turtle to determine 
whether the set caught the turtle (Table 2). The capture 
probabilities varied across quarter-area strata and were 
based on observed bycatch rates from the SEFSC for the 
period from 2005 to 2007 (Walsh and Garrison, 2006; 
Fairfield-Walsh and Garrison, 2007; Fairfield and Gar-
rison, 2008). 
We calculated observed bycatch rates by stratum 
for leatherback and loggerhead sea turtles for each 
year from 2005 to 2007 and averaged the stratum by-
catch rates across years. We decided to use the rates for 
leatherback sea turtles in the simulation model because 
leatherbacks are more of a conservation concern than 
are loggerheads and the average number of observed 
sets per year without take was smaller for leatherbacks 
(100 sets) than for loggerheads (179 sets), and therefore 
the data for leatherback sea turtles gave us a larger 
sample size for calculating capture probabilities.
Some of the 40 SEFSC quarter-area strata had no 
fishing effort, observer coverage, or observed bycatch 
from 2005 to 2007. The strata without effort or observer 
coverage were eliminated from the simulation model. 
Eight strata had either no fishing effort or no observer 
coverage from 2005 to 2007, and therefore we simulated 
32 strata. For observed strata with a bycatch rate of 
0 turtles/set, we calculated probabilities of capture 
from bycatch rates in those strata at different quarters, 
when possible, or used a median bycatch rate across all 
quarter-area strata. This algorithm was consistent with 
the SEFSC’s pooling method in which there was pool-
ing across quarters before pooling across fishing areas 
(Garrison, 2003). 
The simulated bycatch probabilities also varied de-
pending on the spatial scenario because of the different 
turtle densities. The bycatch rates for strata ranged 
from 0.263 to 0.011 turtles/set. We divided these rates 
by the average number of sea turtles to be encoun-
tered in 5 cells. Then, this probability was applied to 
each turtles that occurred in fished cells to determine 
whether it was caught. A set fishing among uniformly 
random turtles on average encountered 10.125 turtles, 
and a set fishing among clumped turtles on average 
encountered 250 turtles.
Observer dist r ibut ion We attempted to simulate 
observed fishing sets in a design consistent with the 
SEFSC’s procedure, in terms of both the number of 
observers and their spatial distribution. The SEFSC’s 
goal for observer coverage has been 8% since 2002 (Beer-
kircher et al., 2004). In our model, 8% observer coverage 
equated to 2 observed sets per computational group of 
25 fishing sets.
The SEFSC distributes observers according to a sim-
ple random sampling design based on reported effort 
(Witzell and Cramer, 1995). Vessels are selected for 
observation in proportion to the amount of fishing re-
ported in a quarter-area stratum in the previous year, 
and vessels are sampled without replacement within a 
quarter. Our simulation model was for one year; there-
fore, we had no effort from a previous year upon which 
to base the observer distribution. Rather, for each com-
putational group of 25 sets, a single cell from the grid 
of 100×100 cells was chosen at random to represent an 
area of high fishing effort. Observers were placed on 
the 2 sets closest to this cell. Although this method in-
cluded assumptions differentiating it from the SEFSC’s 
procedure, the most important feature in both practices 
was the same: observers were distributed independent 
of bycatch rates.
In summary, the simulation model included the fol-
lowing main assumptions:
•  Computational groups of 25 fishing sets distributed 
across a grid of 100×100 cells where each cell rep-
resented 10×10 km
•  Clumps of sea turtles and fishing sets represented 
in grids of 9×9 cells
•  Scenarios with clumped turtles in 5 clumps per 
computational group 
•  Scenarios with clumped sets in 5 clumps of 5 sets 
each per computational group
• Overlap of set and turtle clumps
• Methods for placing turtles in the grid 
• Methods for placing sets in the grid 
• Methods for determining the direction of fishing 
•  2 sets selected for observation in each computational 
group
Properties of estimation methods
We applied 3 estimation methods to the simulated data: 
1) the delta-lognormal method, 2) GLM-P, and 3) GLM-
NB. Each method was used to estimate bycatch at 2 
spatiotemporal scales: 1) for each of the quarter-area 
strata individually and 2) for all quarter-area strata 
combined. At the stratum scale, we estimated bycatch 
for individual quarter-area strata and summed stratum-
specific estimates to obtain a total annual bycatch esti-
mate. For the second spatiotemporal scale, we pooled 
sets across all quarter-area strata and estimated total 
annual bycatch. Hence, 6 estimates of total annual 
bycatch (all combinations of the 3 methods and 2 scales) 
were made for each of the 5 spatial scenarios. 
We focused on evaluating the delta-lognormal method 
because it has long-standing use by the SEFSC. We also 
chose the GLM-P and GLM-NB because they are simple 
model-based predictors for count data and, thus, a logi-
cal place to begin evaluation of this class of models for 
estimating bycatch with zero-heavy data. Although the 
GAM performed well in work reported in McCracken 
(2004), we did not include it in this analysis because 
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nonlinear effects of predictor variables have not been 
extensively studied in the Atlantic and estimation of 
these effects typically requires data sets larger than 
the ones available to the SEFSC for annual estima-
tion of bycatch. For example, Kobayashi and Polovina 
(2005) fit GAMs with 55,785 unobserved sets and 2812 
observed sets fished over 5 years in the Pacific fishery. 
Therefore, in our study, we focused on evaluating the 
delta-lognormal method and GLMs.
Delta-lognormal estimates are essentially the product 
of the proportion of fishing sets with bycatch and the 
average rate of bycatch for those sets (Yeung, 2001). The 
delta-lognormal method accommodates a predominant 
group of observations with a value of zero by including 
a probability of zero catch, and observations with non-
zero values are assumed to be lognormally distributed 
(Pennington, 1983; Ortiz et al., 2000; NMFS, 2001; 
Fairfield and Garrison, 2008). A lognormal distribu-
tion is a continuous probability distribution where the 
logarithm of the random variable has a normal distribu-
tion. Minimum-variance unbiased estimators of means 
and variances are provided under the delta-lognormal 
method when data contain many zeros and the non-zero 
values are lognormally distributed (Pennington, 1983; 
NMFS, 2001; Garrison, 2003). 
The GLM extends the classical linear model by sup-
porting the use of distributions other than the nor-
mal distribution. The GLM most commonly applied to 
count data, the log-linear model, uses a Poisson error 
distribution (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989). In a Pois-
son model, counts are assumed to be independent and 
randomly distributed in space, and the mean and vari-
ance of the random variable are assumed to be equal 
(McCracken, 2004; Sileshi, 2006). However, bycatch 
data do not always show this relationship. The variance 
is often larger than the mean—a case known as over-
dispersion (McCracken, 2004; Potts and Elith, 2006). 
Patchy distributions, hierarchical data, the observation 
of a rare event, or lack of independence can lead to the 
presence of excess zeros, variance heterogeneity, and in 
turn, overdispersion (McCracken, 2004; Lindsey, 2004; 
Fahrmeir and Echavarría, 2006). Poisson models are 
the most commonly used and most straightforward 
models for count data, but the Poisson distribution ac-
counts for neither zero-inflation nor overdispersion. If 
overdispersion is not addressed, standard errors can 
be seriously underestimated and the form of the linear 
predictor can be misinterpreted (Rideout et al., 2001; 
Potts and Elith, 2006). 
Modeling responses as a negative binomial random 
variable may be more appropriate if data are over-
dispersed (Welsh et al., 1996; Thurston et al., 2000; 
Lindsey, 2004; Venables and Dichmont, 2004). Unlike 
the Poisson distribution, which has 1 parameter, the 
negative binomial distribution has 2 parameters: a 
mean and a dispersion parameter (White and Bennetts, 
1996). The dispersion parameter can be understood as 
a measure of the degree of clumping in a population. 
The negative binomial distribution with a dispersion 
parameter that approaches infinity is consistent with 
the Poisson distribution where spatial independence 
is assumed. The spatial independence assumption is 
relaxed in the negative binomial distribution (White 
and Bennetts, 1996). 
Estimation methods applied
Generalized linear model In the past, the SEFSC and 
PIFSC have used fishing area, data source (observer or 
logbook), light stick use, gear depth, month, latitude, 
sea-surface temperature, day of the year, and number 
of hooks as explanatory variables in GLMs (Witzell and 
Cramer, 1995; McCracken, 2004). Our set of potential 
explanatory variables consisted of all variables recorded 
both by SEFSC observers and in SEFSC logbooks. It is 
important that data are recorded in both sources because 
the model must be fitted with data from observed sets, 
and data from logbooks must be used to predict bycatch 
on unobserved sets. The common variables are set 
number (the sequence of sets within the trip), mainline 
length, target species, presence of light stick, number of 
hooks, date, latitude, longitude, sea-surface temperature, 
and fishing area. 
We included mainline length and number of hooks 
as potential covariates because they are measures of 
fishing effort and we suspected a positive relationship 
between amount of effort and number of sea turtles 
caught. SEFSC data indicate that bycatch rates vary 
seasonally and spatially. Therefore, we included date as 
a seasonal covariate and latitude, longitude, and fish-
ing area as spatial covariates. Sea-surface temperature 
was expected to influence the distribution of sea turtles 
because they are ectotherms, and research has shown a 
relationship between temperature gradients and aggre-
gation of sea turtles and swordfish (Bigelow et al., 1999; 
Polovina et al., 2000; Lewison et al., 2004). Set number, 
target species, and light stick presence were included in 
the GLMs as covariates describing fishing methods that 
may have different levels of interactions with turtles. 
Gear configuration and fishing method vary depending 
on the target species and location of fishing (Beerkirch-
er et al., 2004). When targeting swordfish, longlines are 
set overnight at shallow depths (10–100 m), and a light 
stick is often attached several meters above the hook 
on every second or third branchline. In contrast, when 
tuna are targeted, longlines are set at dawn and hauled 
in at late afternoon or evening. Further, sea turtles are 
attracted to light sticks (Wang et al., 2007). 
In the simulation model, variable values were selected 
from real fishing sets observed by the SEFSC from 2005 
to 2007 and assigned to simulated sets. When a simu-
lated set had bycatch, we assigned variable values from 
an SEFSC-observed set with bycatch. Likewise, when a 
simulated set did not have bycatch, variable values from 
an SEFSC-observed set without bycatch were assigned. 
Variable assignment was also designed to reflect the 
spatial distribution of simulated fishing sets. In scenari-
os with uniformly random sets, if the first simulated set 
in a stratum did not have bycatch, one SEFSC-observed 
set that did not have bycatch was selected at random 
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to represent the first simulated set. An analogous pro-
cedure was used if the first simulated set in a stratum 
had bycatch. In scenarios with clumped sets, we as-
signed the 5 simulated sets in a clump with attributes 
from SEFSC-observed sets from a single trip. There-
fore, SEFSC-observed trips with fewer than 5 sets were 
eliminated from consideration. The remaining trips 
were sorted into 6 groups: 0 sets with take, at least 1 
set with take and 4 sets without take, at least 2 sets 
with take and 3 sets without take, at least 3 sets with 
take and 2 sets without take, at least 4 sets with take 
and 1 set without take, and at least 5 sets with take. 
For the first clump in a stratum, an SEFSC-observed 
trip that had at least as many sets with and without 
take as the sets simulated in the clump was selected at 
random. SEFSC-observed sets from that trip were also 
selected at random to match the simulated number of 
sets with and without take. 
Also, variable values for additional simulated sets 
in a stratum were selected from SEFSC-observed sets 
that occurred close in time and space to each other. We 
calculated the distance from the SEFSC-observed set 
chosen to represent the first simulated set in a stra-
tum to all other SEFSC-observed sets, indexed by s in 
the following equation. Because SEFSC-observed sets 
that were closer to the first-selected set should have 
a greater probability of selection, the reciprocal of the 
distance formula was used.
Distance
Date Date Lat Lat Long Long
s
s s s- - -
= ( ) + ( ) +
1
2 2 ( )2 .
In scenarios with uniformly random sets, the distance 
values were used to calculate probabilities of selection 
for each SEFSC-observed set. These probabilities were 
used to select SEFSC-observed sets to represent the re-
maining simulated sets within a stratum. The same set 
could not be selected multiple times within a stratum. 
The probabilities of selection were recalculated from the 
first set in subsequent strata. 
In scenarios with clumped sets, the average distance 
value for SEFSC-observed sets within a trip was cal-
culated, and probabilities of selection were calculated 
for each SEFSC-observed trip. We assigned variable 
values to the second clump of simulated sets in a com-
putational group by tallying the number of simulated 
sets with take in the clump and using the calculated 
probabilities to select an SEFSC-observed trip with the 
corresponding number of sets with take. Once an SEF-
SC-observed trip was selected, the required numbers of 
sets with take and sets without take were selected ran-
domly from the trip. This algorithm continued through 
all set clumps until the next stratum was reached. The 
same trip could not be selected multiple times in the 
same stratum, and the probabilities were recalculated 
for the next stratum. 
To select the best-fitting GLM, we first fit a saturated 
model and then performed a stepwise procedure based 
on Akaike information criterion (AIC) values. The re-
sulting model was used to predict the number of sea 
turtles caught on unobserved sets. The GLMs were fit-
ted in R software, vers. 2.14.1 with the glm2 and glm.
nb packages (R Development Core Team, 2011). The 
glm2 package was used because some models that fail 
to converge with the glm package may have greater 
stability with glm2. The glm.nb package is a modifica-
tion of the glm package with an additional parameter 
for a negative binomial GLM. We built the simulation 
model in Microsoft Visual Basic 2010 Express (Microsoft 
Corp., Redmond, Washington). 
Delta-lognormal method In contrast, the only informa-
tion besides the observed bycatch required for the delta-
lognormal estimation method was the number of hooks 
per set. The number of hooks per set was simulated 
according to the procedure we used to assign explana-
tory variable values to sets for the GLM. To estimate 
bycatch on unobserved sets, we multiplied the mean 
observed bycatch rate by the total simulated number 
of hooks. 
Estimating bycatch at 2 spatiotemporal scales The 
SEFSC estimates bycatch in each quarter-area stratum 
and sums the estimates across strata to obtain a total 
annual estimate. In 1999, the SEFSC investigated how 
pooling data across strata before estimation affects the 
bycatch estimate (Yeung, 1999). Bycatch point esti-
mates were relatively insensitive to pooling, but estimate 
precision improved considerably. The only pooling cur-
rently done by the SEFSC occurs when a stratum has no 
observed sets. If a stratum has no observed sets, then the 
mean bycatch rate of that stratum from previous years is 
used. Pooling data obscures variation among strata, but 
it increases the sample size on which bycatch estimates 
are made. Thus, pooling data addresses the problem of 
little or no observer coverage and wide confidence inter-
vals. To evaluate the efficacy of a pooling procedure, we 
pooled simulated data across all quarter-area strata first 
and then made an estimate of total annual bycatch. We 
compared this procedure to estimating bycatch in each 
stratum and summing estimates across strata to obtain 
a total annual estimate. 
Evaluating estimation method performance
An estimation method performs well if point estimates 
are unbiased and precise. The performance of each 
estimation method was evaluated under each spatial 
scenario. Incorporating the different potential sea turtle 
distributions, set distributions, estimation methods, and 
spatiotemporal scales of estimation produced 30 poten-
tial models: 5 spatial scenarios with 6 estimates each 
(Fig. 3). Each of the 30 potential models was simulated 
1000 times. 
We assessed the accuracy of an estimation method by 
estimating bycatch in 1000 simulations of each spatial 
scenario, calculating the relative error for each simula-
tion, and identifying the median relative error for the 
estimation method in that spatial scenario. If an esti-
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Figure 3
Diagram depicting the components of the simulation model. All permutations 
were modeled, except sea turtles placed according to a uniform probability 
distribution and fishing sets clumping in the same areas where turtles clump. 
Performance of estimation methods was evaluated by comparing the median 
relative error of bycatch estimates across estimation methods. 
mation method is unbiased, the median relative error 
should be zero. The precision of an estimation method 
can be measured by examining the interquartile range 
(IQR) of its relative errors. If the IQR of an estimation 
method is small, then that estimation method is precise.
In addition to evaluating estimation methods using 
point estimates, we also examined confidence intervals 
(CIs). After we determined whether the delta-lognormal 
method or GLMs generated better point estimates, we 
eliminated the less suitable method from further con-
sideration. Then we analyzed the effects of data pooling 
on the CIs of the more suitable estimation method. We 
calculated 95% CIs for each of the 1000 simulations 
under every spatial scenario and data pooling method. 
We examined the number of times the simulated total 
bycatch fell outside the 95% CI for that simulation. We 
also considered the median CI width for pooling meth-
ods under each spatial scenario.
Essentially, we generated 1000 estimates, as the SEF-
SC would, for each estimation method in each spatial 
scenario. We made point estimates with each estimation 
method for each of the 1000 simulations under every 
spatial scenario. We calculated 95% CIs for the more 
suitable estimation method in each of the 1000 simula-
tions under every spatial scenario. Because we knew the 
total amount of bycatch in each of the 1000 simulations, 
we were able to compare the bycatch estimates to the 
total amount of bycatch simulated and thus evaluate 
the performance of the estimation method.
Results
Method suitability based on point estimates
We found the delta-lognormal method with stratum-
level estimation to be the most accurate of the methods 
evaluated (Fig. 4). In the co-occurrence clumping sce-
nario (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-turtles) and sets-only clump-
ing scenario (Turtlesuniform, Setsclump-sets), stratum-level 
estimates were slightly more accurate than pooled esti-
mates, and, in the remaining 3 spatial scenarios, no 
substantial difference was seen in accuracy between 
estimates at the stratum-level and estimates from all 
sets pooled. For each of the 5 spatial scenarios, there was 
also no substantial difference in the precision between 
delta-lognormal estimates at the stratum-level and delta-
lognormal estimates from all sets pooled. 
The GLMs never outperformed the delta-lognormal 
methods. The GLMs had an accuracy similar to that 
of the delta-lognormal methods in the fully uniform 
scenario (Turtlesuniform, Setsuniform), and no substantial 

























Comparison of bycatch estimates to the total amount of bycatch simulated to 
evaluate performance of estimation methods. The stratum-level delta-lognormal 
method (D-s), delta-lognormal method for all sets pooled (D-p), generalized linear 
model with Poisson error distribution for all sets pooled (P-p), and generalized 
linear model with negative binomial error distribution for all sets pooled (NB-p) 
were evaluated. Each of the 5 panels corresponds to one of the spatial scenarios: 
(A)=co-occurrence clumping (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-turtles), (B)=sets-only clumping 
(Turtlesuniform, Setsclump-sets), (C)=independent clumping (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-
sets), (D)=turtles-only clumping (Turtlesclump, Setsuniform), and (E)=fully uniform 
(Turtlesuniform, Setsuniform). Each of the plots within a panel corresponds to an 
estimation method. The scale of the y-axes varies by rows of panels for display 
purposes. The horizontal line at a relative error of zero marks where the median 
of an unbiased estimation method should fall. Notches are placed around the 
medians, and if the notches of 2 plots do not overlap, there is strong evidence 
that those medians differ. The box of each plot includes the first through third 
quartile. Whiskers extend to the most extreme data point that is no more than 
1.5 times the interquartile range from the box. Small circles represent outli-
ers. For purposes of display, in the panel for the sets-only clumping scenario 
(Turtlesuniform, Setsclump-sets), one outlier was removed from each of the P-p and 
NB-p box plots. 
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difference was seen between GLM-P and GLM-NB per-
formance (Fig. 4). However, the GLMs produced more 
outliers than the delta-lognormal methods in the fully 
uniform scenario (Turtlesuniform, Setsuniform). The GLMs 
were biased lower than the delta-lognormal methods 
in the co-occurrence clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, 
Setsclump-turtles) and sets-only clumping scenario (Turtle-
suniform, Setsclump-sets). The GLM-P was less biased and 
more precise than the GLM-NB in the co-occurrence 
clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-turtles). 
The delta-lognormal method with stratum-level es-
timation and the delta-lognormal method for all sets 
pooled performed equally well in the independent 
clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-sets) and tur-
tles-only clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsuniform). 
However, in these spatial scenarios, the simulated by-
catch rates on sets with observers were much lower 
than the rates reported to the SEFSC by observers. 
Although the mean bycatch rate from SEFSC observer 
data was 0.062 turtles/set (minimum 0.031 turtles/set, 
maximum 0.081 turtles/set), the mean bycatch rate 
from simulated observers was 0.006 turtles/set in the 
independent clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-
sets) and 0.004 turtles/set in the turtles-only clumping 
scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsuniform). By comparison, the 
mean bycatch rate from simulated observers was 0.122 
turtles/set in the co-occurrence clumping scenario (Tur-
tlesclump, Setsclump-turtles), 0.098 turtles/set in the sets-
only clumping scenario (Turtlesuniform, Setsclump-sets), and 
0.095 turtles/set in the fully uniform scenario (Turtle-
suniform, Setsuniform). There were also more outliers in the 
independent clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-
sets) and turtles-only clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, 
Setsuniform), and the IQRs and whiskers (data within 1.5 
times the IQR) were larger for these 2 spatial scenarios 
than for the other 3 scenarios. 
Convergence problems in GLMs
The GLM-P and GLM-NB did not converge for stratum-
level estimation in any spatial scenario. For example, 
in the co-occurrence clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, 
Setsclump-turtles), the spatial scenario with the greatest 
mean observed bycatch rate, the median number of 
strata with observed take was 19 out of 32. For strata 
with observed take, the median number of sets with take 
was 2. The stratum-level GLMs could not converge with 
such small sample sizes.
Therefore, the GLM-P and GLM-NB methods were 
considered for estimation only with all sets pooled. Fur-
ther, for a reason similar to that for the failure of the 
GLMs at the stratum-level, the GLM-P and GLM-NB 
methods for estimation with all sets pooled did not 
converge in the independent clumping scenario (Turtles-
clump, Setsclump-sets) or turtles-only clumping scenario 
(Turtlesclump, Setsuniform). The average number of ob-
served sets with take, out of all observed sets pooled, 
was 2.64 for the independent clumping scenario (Turtles-
clump, Setsclump-sets) and 1.86 for the turtles-only clump-
ing scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsuniform). Therefore, GLM 
results are not presented for these 2 spatial scenarios.
Confidence intervals
In addition to generating an accurate point estimate, a 
bycatch estimation method should be able to produce a 
suitable measure of uncertainty, such as a CI. For every 
spatial scenario, the median 95% CI calculated from the 
delta-lognormal method was narrower with estimation 
from all sets pooled than with estimation from strata 
(Table 3). In the 2 spatial scenarios thought to be most 
realistic, the co-occurrence clumping scenario (Turtles-
clump, Setsclump-turtles) and sets-only clumping scenario 
(Turtlesuniform, Setsclump-sets), the median widths of the 
CIs based on all sets pooled were ~54% and ~59% of 
the point estimates, respectively. However, the median 
widths of the CIs from stratum estimates were ~84% 
and ~93% of the point estimates, respectively (Table 3).
Although the median CIs from all sets pooled were 
narrower, instances of the total simulated bycatch fall-
ing outside the CI occurred more often with all sets 
pooled than at the stratum level (Table 4). With 95% 
Table 3
Median widths of confidence intervals (CIs) from the 5 spatial scenarios and 2 spatiotemporal scales of delta-lognormal esti-
mation in our simulation model of interactions of sea turtles with the U.S. Atlantic pelagic longline fishery. The numbers in 
parentheses represent the median widths of the CIs as percentages of the bycatch point estimates. The co-occurrence clumping 
scenario and sets-only clumping scenario were considered the most realistic spatial scenarios. 
 Spatiotemporal scale for estimation
Spatial scenario Stratum level All sets pooled 
Co-occurrence clumping (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-turtles) 649.8 (84.1%) 402.8 (53.4%)
Independent clumping (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-sets)  100.4 (315.2%) 88.5 (268.7%)
Sets-only clumping (Turtlesuniform, Setsclump-sets) 570.6 (92.5%) 355.7 (59.3%)
Turtles-only clumping (Turtlesclump, Setsuniform)  84.4 (402.6%) 74.0 (322.7%)
Fully uniform distribution (Turtlesuniform, Setsuniform) 523.3 (89.8%) 335.2 (58.0%)
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Table 4
Number of simulations representing interactions of sea turtles with the U.S. Atlantic pelagic longline fishery in which the simu-
lated amount of bycatch fell outside the 95% confidence interval (CI). We ran 1000 simulations for each of the 5 spatial scenarios 
and 2 spatiotemporal scales of delta-lognormal estimation. Underestimation occurs when the total simulated amount of bycatch 
falls above the CI, and overestimation occurs when the total simulated amount of bycatch falls below the CI. The co-occurrence 
clumping scenario and sets-only clumping scenario were considered the most realistic spatial scenarios. 
 Spatiotemporal scale for estimation
 Stratum level  All sets pooled 
Spatial scenario Underestimate Overestimate Underestimate Overestimate
Co-occurrence clumping (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-turtles)  14 0 61 8
Independent clumping (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-sets)  2 55 2 77
Sets-only clumping (Turtlesuniform, Setsclump-sets) 1 1 15 10
Turtles-only clumping (Turtlesclump, Setsuniform)  0 1 0 15
Fully uniform (Turtlesuniform, Setsuniform) 3 0 60 2
CIs from each of 1000 simulations, it was expected 
that the total simulated bycatch would fall below the 
CI in 25 simulations and be above the CI in 25 simula-
tions. The stratum-level CIs for the more realistic spa-
tial scenarios had far fewer than 25 estimates above 
and 25 estimates below; therefore the stratum-level 
CIs were too conservative (Table 4). Alternatively, the 
CIs from all sets pooled performed well in the sets-
only clumping scenario (Turtlesuniform, Setsclump-sets) 
but, in the co-occurrence clumping scenario (Turtles-
clump, Setsclump-turtles), they contained values that were 
less than the true amount of bycatch more often than 
expected (Table 4). 
Discussion
Performance of the estimation methods
The delta-lognormal method with stratum-level esti-
mates was the most suitable method in the most realistic 
spatial scenarios, the co-occurrence clumping scenario 
(Turtlesclump, Setsclump-turtles) and sets-only clumping sce-
nario (Turtlesuniform, Setsclump-sets). This result was seen 
because observed sets were representative of unobserved 
sets, sample sizes of observed bycatch were sufficient for 
estimating bycatch within strata, and model assump-
tions were not violated. 
Observed fishing sets were representative in the co-
occurrence clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-tur-
tles) because all sets fished where sea turtles were pres-
ent. Likewise, observed sets were representative in the 
sets-only clumping scenario (Turtlesuniform, Setsclump-sets) 
because each set had the same probability of encoun-
tering a turtle when turtles had a uniformly random 
distribution. Further, because these 2 spatial scenarios 
had enough observed bycatch within strata to make 
stratum-level estimates, strata did not have to be pooled 
to achieve larger sample sizes. Therefore, differences 
between strata could be captured and potential biases 
associated with pooling were avoided. 
On the other hand, the GLMs could be used only to 
estimate bycatch for all sets pooled because of conver-
gence problems related to the small amount of observed 
bycatch in strata. Moreover, the relationship between 
environmental and fishing conditions and the amount 
of bycatch was probably not well established in these 
models because bycatch was rare and observer coverage 
was low. The use of poorly fitted models could explain 
why the GLM estimates had lower precision than the 
delta-lognormal estimates. 
The GLMs were as accurate as the delta-lognormal 
methods in the fully uniform scenario (Turtlesuniform, 
Setsuniform) because this spatial scenario was the only 
one that did not violate the GLM-P assumption that 
counts are independent and randomly distributed in 
space (McCracken 2004, Sileshi 2006). Violations of 
GLM-P assumptions introduced biases in the other spa-
tial scenarios. Additionally, it is likely that the GLM-
NB did not perform better than the GLM-P because 
overdispersion was not a problem (White and Bennetts, 
1996; Sileshi, 2006). 
In the 2 scenarios where sea turtles were clumped but 
sets did not mimic their clumping pattern, a low level 
of bycatch was seen. Under the independent clumping 
scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-sets) and turtles-only 
clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsuniform), some sets 
were not expected to encounter any turtles, whereas 
other sets were expected to encounter many turtles, but 
the overall frequency of encountering turtles was low. 
The lowest mean observed bycatch rate occurred in the 
turtles-only clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsuniform) 
with 0.004 turtles/set. This low observed bycatch rate 
is likely related to the delta-lognormal method having 
the most bias in this spatial scenario as well. The delta-
lognormal method of estimating stratum-level bycatch 
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had a median relative error of –0.17 in the turtles-only 
clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsuniform). The me-
dian relative error was only –0.05 in the co-occurrence 
clumping scenario (Turtlesclump, Setsclump-turtles) and 
–0.02 in the sets-only clumping scenario (Turtlesuniform, 
Setsclump-sets), the 2 most realistic spatial scenarios.
Confidence intervals
CIs were narrower for estimates from all sets pooled 
than for stratum-level estimates because the variance 
in bycatch rates was larger when calculated for strata 
than when calculated for all sets pooled. Consideration 
of CI width as a percentage of the bycatch point estimate 
highlighted how wide and, therefore, uninformative was 
the standard CI based on strata. Narrowing the CI with 
calculations from all sets pooled helped address this 
problem, but the problem of wide CIs was compounded 
by more underestimation than desired. For protected 
species conservation, underestimation is more prob-
lematic than overestimation. It is important to know a 
lower bound estimate for protected resource conserva-
tion because protected species have an incidental take 
limit that, if crossed, triggers formal consultation under 
section 7 of the ESA.
Simulation model assumptions and their implications
Although a simulation model never captures reality 
perfectly, it is important to consider the effects of model 
assumptions on results. We attempted to make reason-
able assumptions both when incorporating well under-
stood aspects of interactions of sea turtles and the U.S. 
Atlantic pelagic longline fishery and when modeling 
unknown features. However, each component of the 
simulation model could be designed in many ways. We 
consider the most influential assumptions to be: 1) spa-
tial constraints, 2) the algorithm for selecting explana-
tory variable values for the GLM, and 3) the simplified 
effort-based distribution of observers. 
First, density of sea turtles, the spatial configuration 
of sea turtles, the spatial characteristics of fishing, and 
their interactions had to be defined explicitly in our 
model. We made assumptions regarding the number of 
turtles, size of clumps, number of clumps, how turtles 
or fishing sets should be placed in clumps, how clumps 
could overlap, and the extent of the study area. Clump 
placement, the number of turtles per cell, the initial 
cell of a set, and the direction of fishing had stochastic 
elements, but model results could be influenced by con-
straints on the dimensions and spatial distribution of 
turtles and sets. Further, we acknowledge that our 5 
spatial scenarios did not fully replicate reality. We at-
tempted to represent a range of possible distributions, 
both to model longline interactions with sea turtles and 
to highlight properties of the estimation methods that 
could be relevant to other systems. Perhaps, the next 
step would be to combine multiple spatial scenarios in 
one model of fishery interactions. In other words, varia-
tion in spatial distributions could be more realistically 
captured by including more than one spatial scenario 
in a simulation. 
Second, the GLM is based on the premise that envi-
ronmental or fishing conditions can be used to predict 
the number of sea turtles caught. Therefore, the man-
ner in which explanatory variable values were assigned 
to fishing sets in the simulation could have affected 
GLM performance. We selected variable values from 
sets observed by the SEFSC from 2005 to 2007 while 
attempting to account for the spatial distribution and 
stratum characteristics of the sets. However, variable 
values could be assigned in many ways, and different 
procedures could influence how well the GLMs esti-
mated bycatch. Nevertheless, violation of GLM model 
assumptions could still be a problem even if a more 
realistic algorithm for selecting explanatory variable 
values was identified. Since some degree of set and 
turtle clumping seems to occur in nature and counts are 
at least dependent within a trip, violations of GLM-P 
assumptions are likely even with an improved algo-
rithm for selecting explanatory variable values. Per-
haps, GLM-NB performance would be improved under 
a more suitable algorithm for selecting explanatory 
variable values. However, the GLM-NB is typically used 
to address overdispersion (Welsh et al., 1996; Thurston 
et al., 2000; Lindsey, 2004; Venables and Dichmont, 
2004), and little overdispersion was detected in our 
simulation model. 
Overall, we do not expect the performance of the 
GLM-P to change in comparison with the delta-lognor-
mal method. Also, the performance of the stratum-level 
delta-lognormal method compared with the performance 
of the delta-lognormal method with all sets pooled is 
likely robust. However, the GLM-NB could improve its 
performance relative to the other estimation methods if 
a clearer functional relationship between the explana-
tory variables and the level of bycatch was captured.
Third, we modeled a simplified effort-based distribu-
tion of observers to simulate observer data for estimat-
ing bycatch. If there are different patterns in SEFSC 
observer data and simulated observer data, the perfor-
mance of the estimation method in the simulation may 
not accurately reflect the performance of the estimation 
method in the actual fishery. The SEFSC currently 
selects vessels for each calendar quarter and fishing 
area based on how many sets a vessel fished in that 
stratum in the previous year (Beerkircher et al., 2004; 
Fairfield and Garrison, 2008). Vessels that fished more 
sets in the previous year have a greater chance of being 
observed by the SEFSC in the current year, and a ves-
sel may be observed up to 4 times a year (Beerkircher 
et al., 2004). Our simulation model, however, did not 
cover multiple years, and therefore the quarter-area 
effort data from the previous year were not available 
for the distribution of observers. Instead, we selected a 
cell at random to serve as an area of high effort and 
placed observers on the 2 sets (of the 25 simulated sets 
in a computational group) that were closest to that cell. 
The patterns that we were able to simulate, and that 
we believe are most relevant, are 8% observer coverage 
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in each stratum and an observer distribution that is 
independent of the presence of sea turtles. 
Conclusions
Recommendations for management
Bycatch in commercial fisheries is believed to be the 
main anthropogenic threat to sea turtles, and the 
pelagic longline fishery is considered one of the 3 fisher-
ies most affecting sea turtles (Witherington et al., 2009). 
Therefore, improving bycatch estimates is important for 
sea turtle conservation and effective fishery manage-
ment. Results from this study indicate that estimating 
bycatch with the stratum-level delta-lognormal method 
is appropriate and support the current procedure used 
by the SEFSC.
General application to zero-heavy data analysis
Not accounting for excess zeros and using models with 
inappropriate assumptions can result in biased esti-
mates and incorrect conclusions (Martin et al., 2005), 
as was seen in the performance of the GLMs in our 
simulation. This study further supports the notion that 
no one model is clearly most appropriate for analyzing 
zero-heavy data (Sileshi, 2006). Rather, models must be 
compared to select a model that is most suitable for the 
data and the required output (Sileshi, 2006). We cannot 
recommend one method for addressing all zero-heavy 
data, but our study shows the importance of recogniz-
ing variance across time and space, demonstrates the 
necessity of representative samples and sample size, 
and indicates that the delta-lognormal method gener-
ates estimates that are less biased and more precise 
than the GLMs in the case of sea turtle bycatch by 
the U.S. Atlantic pelagic longline fishery. Many other 
fields with zero-heavy data also would benefit from an 
increased understanding of the delta-lognormal method 
and GLM. 
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